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Miharu Suzume

Miharu Suzume is a NH-29 Nekovalkyrja serving in the Star Army of Yamatai. She is a survivor of the late
YSS Miharu.

Suzume was originally created by Gallant, and later fleshed out by Fred. Her first named appearance was
on Friday, October 2, 2009. Suzume stands amongst many of her technically-oriented sisters as a very
skilled computer technician.
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Miharu Suzume

Species: NH-29 Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female
Creator: YSS Miharu (NJ-X1-00)
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Miharu Suzume
Age: 3 (Born October 2nd,YE 31)

Zodiac Sign: Libra
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai, First Expeditionary Fleet; Miharu

Rank: Shoi Kohosei
Occupation: Star Army Information Technology

Current Placement: IT Specialist
Measurements

Weight: 115 lbs, or ~52 kg
Height: 5’ 4”, or 162 cm
Chest: 33”, or 83 cm
Waist: 22”, or 56 cm
Hips: 34”, or 87 cm

Bra size: 34B

Suzume in role-play

Suzume is a GM NPC that was usually handled by Fred. She now is controlled by Gallant and Doshii Jun.

Appearance

Suzume is slim for her height. She usually wears her unruly auburn-red hair down, though she also wears
it in a braided half-crown. Her eyes are shaped like pointed almonds, with bright, sea-green irises. Her
nose is a little more rounded and blunt than what is normal for a Neko, but it fits her heart-shaped face
without looking obtuse or large. Her lips are light pink, but she enjoys painting them a rich light-brown-
orange color. Her skin is a warm pink.

Distinguishing traits

Suzume rarely is without a datapad. She tends to walk to her destinations while looking at it, a faint smile
always on her face and a little spring to her step. If it's computer-related, Suzume can tackle it, and often
does at the source, whether it's an armor helmet, a MEGAMI unit or a space-only tug's grappler
computer. Like all of the Miharu Clan, Suzume is a good fighter, but prefers more “technical” attacks to
brute force.

Suzume, though, has a reputation as a know-it-all. She likes to be the informer, the conduit, as it makes
her feel useful when she is not as combat-adept as her sisters.

Attire
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Suzume is most often seen in the Type 31 Working Uniform. She wears the red panels of an enlisted
Technician.

Background

Suzume is the middle sister among the Miharu Clan and is its only information specialist. She's quiet,
easy to talk to, a great listener — in other words, she is overshadowed amongst most of her louder
sisters. Growing up on Miharu, she learned to stand on her own if necessary, but otherwise to find
strength in her family.

At the conclusion of Miharu's mission, it was Suzume's idea to start Miharu Light Industries.

Character Data
Character Name Miharu Suzume
Character Owner fred
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Unknown
SAOY Rank Shoi Kohosei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Information Technology
SAOY Entry Year YE 31
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